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Regret
the error,
but who

admits it?
BY SUE BURZYNSKI BULLARD
Executive Committee member

HEADLINE CONTEST
CiETS AN OVERHAUL
BY NIKO DUGAN
Executive Committee member

ThingS have gotten
confusing for those
entering headline
contests.
Can I count these
headlines I wrote for a
new spaper's W eb-only
story as a newspaper
entry? What if I wrote
only online headlines?
Where do I enter these
headlines I wrote for four
different papers as part of
a consolidated desk?
The nature of and
products produced by

copy desks have changed
dramatically in recent
years, and ACES has
redesigned its headline
con test to better reflect
those changes and offer
more rewards for your
hard work. As this year's
deadline approaches, a
new system of categories
and divisions was created
to incorporate nonnewspaper and online
entries and create better
parity among newspaper
submissions.
The five categories
for the competition now

are new spapers, non ~

newspapers, online,
student publications
and staff entries. Most
important to this change
are the additions of a
separate non-newspaper
category and an online
category, and $500 awards
specifically for those
categories. This increases
the total cash prizes for the
contest to $3,2,50.
Examples of nonnewspaper entrants
include magazines,
academic journals and
OVERHAUL CONTINUES ON PAGE 4

Entries may be submitted via regular mail or bye-mail to cantests@capydesk,arg

Correcting errors is simple and
quick online.
For Craig Silverman, that ease
raises ethical issues. The author of
the popular "Regret the Error" book
and website believes news sites too
often "scrub" away errors without
acknowledging the mistakes.
In the 1990S when a
Fort Worth reporter
confused the name
of the school where
a meeting would be
IBM
held, he could only
fix the mistake by
editor
going to the school he
discusses
named in the article
putting
and handing out maps
a w/ue
to folks looking for the
ancapy
meeting. Waiting to
editing.
publish a correction in
PageS.
the next day's paper
would have been too
late for people hoping to attend the
meeting.
Now with the ability to update
stories 24/7, the reporter easily could
have corrected the mistake on the
W eb.
But what's the most ethical way
to handle those errors? Should the
story be updated without explaining
that the original error occurred,
what Silverman and others call
ADMIT CONTINUES ON PAGE 4
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Web companies; online entries
can be fro m any professional work
published on the Web. Entries are
eligible regardless of w here in the
world they are published, as long as
they are published in English.
In the newspaper category, the
circulation numbers that separate
divisions have been changed to more
evenly distribute the number of
papers in each division. The lowest
cutoff has been increased to 80,000
in an effort to encourage more entries
in that division.
If all those new duties foisted
u pon you at your job don't give
you enough time to corral the three
to five headlines necessary for an
individual entry, maybe you'd like to
combine your efforts. In past years,
the staff category, which nets winning
entries a plaque and a certificate for
each individual involved, was an
all-encompassing division with one
award. This year, ifs been broken
down. Awards will now be given to
entries from newspapers separated by
the same circulation cutoffs described
earlier, as well as non-newspapers,
online and student publications.
Let's say your desk has been
consolidated, and you've got five
stellar headlines ready to enter, but
you wrote them for five different
newspapers. Which division do they
belong in? Find the paper with the
highest circulation in your entry and
enter in that division.
As with last year, ACES members
are allowed one free individual entry
with subsequent entries $10 each.
Non-members pay $25 per entry.

SUBMIT IT
Detailed rules are posted at www.
copydesk.org/contests/head Ii nes. This
year's postmarl( deadline is Dec. 18, and
all headlines must have been written
between Dec. I, 2009, and Nov. 30.
2010. So start rounding up those submissions; they could be worth $500.
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"scrubbing"? Or should the fix be made
with a note appended to the original article
explaining that an error had been made?
A 2010 study by Victor Navasky and
Evan Lerner for Columbia Journalism
Review reported that 4S percent of
magazine websites correct factual errors
with no indication to readers that an error
was made.
Silverman believes the speed and ease
of the Internet has lowered standards for
news publishing. He's convinced a study
of news sites would show results similar to
the magazine study.
"My guess is that the majority of
publications are not appending corrections
to things that should have corrections on
them," said Silverman, whose "Regret-the

Error" website reports on media errors.
"There are a lot of publications that are
doing a very good job of being diligent
about this, but it is so tempting and so easy
to scrub things away online that I think it
happens a lot.
"Even if a publication has a stated policy
that online does not scrub errors away,
there are certainly times when a reporter
will go to the web editor and say, 'Hey, this
is a really small error, can we just quickly
fix it?' ..
For years, microfUm preserved a
historical record of what was published in
newspapers. Many, including librarians,
argue that an electronic archive should do
the same. For Silverman and others, it's a
matter of truthfulness.
"Literally for hundreds of years," he said,
"we have been promising readers when
we make an error we correct it. That's how
it works with newspapers .... Then all of a
sudden because it's easy to scrub something
away, we are abandoning what we've been
doing for hundreds of years. It's really
shameful. It seems to make journalists and
editors forget this standard th at we've had
for such a long time."
Silverman agrees that simple typos or
misspellings can be corrected without

calling attention to the fix. In fact, the CJR
study showed 87 percent of magazine
websites ftxed typos or misspellings
withoutnoti~greaders.

But Silverman believes the standard
s hould be this: "If a mistake introduces
a factual error, introduces confusion for
the reader, misleads the reader or changes
the meaning, then you need to append a
correction."

Some publications do that. The New
York Times and The Washington Post both
note corrections either at the beginning
or the end of the article. They also report

corrections on a corrections page. Slate, an
online magazine, places an asterisk at the
end of a corrected sentence. Clicking on
the asterisk takes readers to the correction.
Slate also offers an RSS feed for its
corrections, which is a way to ensure that
regular readers will know about all ofits
corrections.
Still, it's no surprise that news
organizations have not adopted uniform
standards for correcting errors online.
Their track record, even in print, is not
good. Newspapers correct only a small
percentage offactual errors, according to
media accuracy studies.
Corrections policies online are haphazard
at best, even though it is extremely difficulf
to erase incorrect information posted on the
Internet.
A Google search could lead to the
original incorrect article. Online errors
aren't tossed out like yesterday's
newspapers.
Accuracy is even more critical in
today's digital world, where anyone with
computer access can post "news." Today's
journalists - operating with fewer layers of
editing and a demand for speed - must be
accountable. After all, what sets journalists
apart is their credibility.
The Society of Professional Journalists
Code of Ethics says: "Admit mistakes and
correct them promptly." For Silverman,
that applies whether a story is published in
print or online.

